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Science specific metapackages

- science-astronomy
- science-biology
- science-chemistry
- science-electronics
- science-engineering
- science-geography
- science-linguistics
- science-mathematics
- science-meteorology
- science-neuroscience-cognitive
- science-physics
- science-robotics
Common science utilities

- science-dataacquisition
- science-imageanalysis
- science-statistics
- science-typesetting
- science-viewing
Development

- science-astronomy-dev
- science-engineering-dev
- science-mathematics-dev
- science-meteorology-dev
Some URLs

http://wiki.debian.org/DebianScience: Debian Wiki

http://wiki.debian.org/DebianScience/... ContributingToDebianScience: Contributing To Debian Science


http://blends.alioth.debian.org/science/tasks/: Tasks overview

http://debian-med.alioth.debian.org/: Future web features like in Debian Med possible
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